




A SOCIETY CLOWN
THE SONGS OF GEORGE GROSSMITH

1 See Me Dance the Polka (1886) 2.54
Perhaps GG’s most famous song? George Grossmith

2 He Was a Careless Man (c.1877) 2.42
sung with great success at the leading provincial George Grossmith
theatres by Wyke Moore

3 The Bus Conductor’s Song (1883) 2.10
Drama on crutches George Grossmith

4 My Janet (An Old English Ballad Gone Wrong) (c.1883) 3.43
Dedicated to Sir Arthur Sullivan George Grossmith

5 How I Became an Actor (1883) 2.30
Drama on Crutches – à la Gilbert & Sullivan George Grossmith

6 The Lost Key (1885) 3.42
An original parody – dedicated by the author to George Grossmith
his friend Arthur Cecil

7 The Mother and her Child were There! (1886) 2.12
A Recitation with Music (à la Clifford Harrison) George Grossmith

8 His Nose was on the Mantelpiece (1889) 2.37
Modern Music & Morals George Grossmith
An up to date Irish song, sung with the greatest success
throughout his American tour



9 The French Verbs Song (1890) 2.01
Up at Cambridge George Grossmith
Dedicated to George, Sylvia, Lawrence & Cordelia

10 I am Not in the Vein, My Muse or: The Perplexed Poet (1891) 3.42
On Tour, or: Piano and I George Grossmith
Dedicated to Capt. Barry Taunton

11 Oh Butcher, Oh Baker (1982) 1.54
Haste to the Wedding W.S. Gilbert & George Grossmith

12 If you Value a Peaceable Life (1892) 2.38
Haste to the Wedding W.S. Gilbert & George Grossmith

13 I’m Tired of the Moon, My Love and Myself (1891) 3.00
On Tour, or: Piano & I George Grossmith
Dedicated to Capt. Barry Taunton

14 Go On Talking – Don’t Mind Me! (1892) 4.20
Is Music a Failure? George Grossmith
Dedicated to Miss Flora Bell

15 I Don’t Mind Flies (1892) 3.41
Sea-Side Society George Grossmith

16 The Baby on the Shore (1893) 3.45
How I Discovered America George Grossmith



17 I’m his Daisy (1893) 3.12
How I Discovered America George Grossmith

18 How I Became a Detective (1894) 13.14
Castle Bang, or: Where’s the Heiress? George Grossmith

19 My Lady Nature’s Little Joke (1895) 3.12
A Reflective Ballad composed expressively George Grossmith
for The Strand Musical Magazine

20 Tommy’s First Love (1897) 3.30
Do We Enjoy Our Holidays? George Grossmith

21 I Loved Her & I Left Her (1897) 4.47
Do We Enjoy Our Holidays? George Grossmith

22 Your Honoured & Ancient Name (1900) 2.12
Words from ‘The Gay Pretenders’ George Grossmith III & Claude Nugent
Music from ‘Uncle Samuel’ George Grossmith

23 The Happy Old Days at Peckham (1903) 4.01
Dedicated to ‘my friend Major Kendall Oram’ George Grossmith

24 See Me Reverse (1884) 4.33
Dedicated to Weedon Grossmith, Esq. George Grossmith
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“Mr. Grossmith appears to have been a species of Jack-of-all trades, having been a law-court reporter;
author; composer of songs, comic and sentimental, and of operettas; actor; entertainer, &c.” – The
Era, 17 August 1889

“He frequently sings in fashionable drawing-rooms, and is greatly liked by Society. His success as a
singer he attributes to the circumstances that he has never been able to sing at all, and has no voice.
The truth is however that he sings with wonderful humour, is a clever and original actor, a skilful
musician, and distinctly the best mimic of his day.” – Men of the Day, 1888

“I am afraid he will one day be a clown.” – School report, 1850s

GEORGE GROSSMITH (1847-1912) has two main claims to fame. First, he created the chief comedy
parts in most of the Gilbert & Sullivan operas – parts like Sir Joseph Porter in HMS Pinafore, the Lord
Chancellor in Iolanthe, Ko-Ko in The Mikado and Jack Point in The Yeomen of the Guard. And
second, he was joint author, with his brother Weedon, of that classic comic novel The Diary of a
Nobody with its suburban antihero Charles Pooter. However, during his lifetime, he was equally
famous for his solo ‘Humorous and Musical Recitals’. He was the prolific author, and often
performer, of 18 operettas, nearly 100 musical sketches and 600 songs and piano pieces.

Although George declined to make any recordings, he left us his music, and his personal collection has
been made available to Selwyn Tillett and me by his family. In presenting the best of this master of
Victorian mirth we have taken the title from his first volume of reminiscences, A Society Clown.

See Me Dance the Polka [1] is our prelude to this otherwise almost chronological selection. The song
earned George thousands of pounds in threepenny royalties and is still played and hummed today.
Indeed, enshrined by William Walton in his Façade, the melody can truly be said to be his ‘greatest
hit’.

The young George Grossmith followed his father, of the same name, into courtroom reporting; he also
followed him into light entertainment, appearing at Polytechnics, YMCA, Literary Institutes and touring
concert parties. He became famous for performing his own ‘patter songs’, long before he encountered
the works of Gilbert & Sullivan, and He Was a Careless Man [2] is a prime example of its kind.







With reputation enhanced by his association with G&S, the demand grew for his solo entertainments
sometimes as curtain raisers or as after-show soirées. He gave his piano sketch The Drama on Crutches
at the newly-built Savoy Theatre during the run of Patience in 1883. Perhaps Grosvenor’s reduction
from an aesthetic poseur to a ‘threepenny bus young man’ in that opera inspired a reverse
transformation; that of the open-topped London omnibus itself into a Mediterranean fancy in The
Bus Conductor’s Song [3]. The same year, George dedicated a rather straightlaced song to Arthur
Sullivan: My Janet [4] – straight, that is, until the last line in each verse where is unobtrusively lives up
to its alternative title An Old English Ballad Gone Wrong. Not surprisingly The Drama on Crutches
boasts several skits on Gilbert & Sullivan; one of them, How I Became an Actor[5] (surely a semi-
autobiographical sketch), is perhaps the grandfather of Noël Coward’s Mrs Worthington.

George’s musical parodies were wickedly accurate. When Sullivan wrote The Lost Chord in 1877,
during his brother’s illness and death, he pleaded against burlesques. That didn’t stop George, eight
years later, coming up with The Lost Key [6]. His version of the Dramatic Monologue (the mainstay
of any Victorian recitation) sounds so authentic it might be taken for the real thing – were it not that
the titular lady of The Mother and her Child were There! [7] is to be found in post-diluvian safety in
the pub, presumably quaffing. Whatever George’s vocal qualities he was clearly a man of mimicry and
his songs often call for different voices and accents; His Nose was On the Mantelpiece [8] is an
apologia for stereotypical stage Irishmen; unfortunately the French language gets no such sympathy in
the demonstrative The French Verbs Song [9].

Since a substantial portion of George’s income came from authoring and publishing his comic songs
one may be sure that the writer’s block in I am Not in the Vein, My Muse (or The Perplexed Poet)
[10] is heartfelt. His first daughter Sylvia puts in a subtle appearance in the ‘pome’ as “Sylph”.

During a rift in the writing partnership of Gilbert and Sullivan, the librettist was looking around for
new collaborators. He chose Alfred Cellier to compose The Mountebanks and George Grossmith to
set an adaptation of his own play The Wedding March, itself derived from Labiche’s The Straw Hat.

Alas, the combination of G&C never matched up to G&S and the show, Haste to the Wedding, folded
after three weeks. However, it marked the debut of George Grossmith III in the non-singing role of
Young Foodle. The two songs presented here show Gilbert in familiar form. The timid Duke of
Turniptopshire, thrust into public eminence, sings Oh, Butcher, Oh Baker [11] accompanying himself
inexplicably on the tambourine. If you Value a Peaceable Life [12], sung by Maguire the father of the
bride, is a variation on Gilbert’s customary jibes at ‘old bags’ with a sideswipe at mothers-in-law in the
best music-hall tradition. Gilbert blamed the failure of the show on Grossmith’s score, bought out his
rights to the piece and tried to halt publication of the score. Luckily for us he failed on the last count.





The trials of the solo entertainer are embodied by two songs, I’m Tired of the Moon, My Love and
Myself [13] and Go on Talking, Don’t Mind Me [14] – displaying perhaps another touch of
autobiography. In The Diary of a Nobody the Pooters’ visit to the seaside is spoiled by a fly in the
landlady’s butter; however George observes in I Don’t Mind Flies [15] that other holidaymakers are not
quite so fastidious.

George undertook several successful tours of the U.S.A., providing him, of course, with more material –
here the cloying sentiment and evangelical fervor of revivalist hymns in The Baby on the Shore [16] and
the over-inflated language of hearts and flowers in American country ballads in I’m his Daisy [17]. His
eleven years performing in the Savoy operas left him with ‘the very model’ of the patter song How I
Became a Detective [18]. However he was equally capable of giving Lieder a run for its money in his
rueful comment on family life My Lady Nature’s Little Joke [19], commissioned by The Strand magazine
in 1895. George often entertained at juvenile parties, and indeed write a whole sketch to that effect
(included on the sequel album The Grossmith Legacy, DDV24109); he also admitted that he had met his
future wife Rosa at one such – though not, I trust, under the circumstances portrayed in Tommy’s First
Love [20]. Perhaps the quintessential George Grossmith song I Loved Her & I Left Her [21] shows him at
his most absurdly whimsical. A Pythonesque confection, part speech and part song, it contains various
popular sayings and song references, gabbled floral fantasies and a direct lift from HMS Pinafore at the
end of each verse. Its tempo marking is given as Andante moderato, but the singer may choose his own
time, as he usually does.

George had retired from the comic opera stage by the turn of the century but his son, GG III, managed to
lure him back one last time to appear in his piece The Gay Pretenders as Lambert Simnel, the Royal
Falconer. Its composer, Claude Nugent, was inexperienced, and the whole burlesque an inept failure.
After it had been running for less than a month, Junior tore up and rewrite the second act, placing near
its beginning a new patter song in the old style for his father (who up to now had had no solos) in hope
of saving the show. The music for this song, Your Honoured and Ancient Name [22], and several other
numbers, was supplied by Walter Rubens and does not appear in the published vocal score, However the
song’s metre is almost exactly that of a similar patter song, also about names, in George’s own operetta,
Uncle Samuel, of 20 years before. We have brought words and music together to let George’s last stage
performance be suitably marked. George gave up performing altogether in 1909 and moved to
Folkestone where he died of heart failure three years later. His grave can be found in Kensal Green
Cemetery in North London along with that of his son. We end on a nostalgic note; with the humble
origins of the self-made man in The Happy Old Days at Peckham [23] and, finally, the dance-floor antics
of a Pooter-like character in See Me Reverse [24]. Arthur Sullivan himself arranged this haunting melody
as an orchestral waltz in honour of his friend, George Grossmith.



MUSICAL SOURCES
These songs have been selected from Mr. George Grossmith’s Humorous & Musical Recital (1995) and
The Grossmith Family Album (1996) recorded by Leon Berger and Selwyn Tillett and released
originally on cassette through the Sir Arthur Sullivan Society. The only liberties taken with the material
were the omission or truncation of verses in particularly lengthy numbers and, occasionally, of chorus
repeats and instrumental playouts. I would like to thank the following people who made their private
collections available to us: Tony Joseph (biographer of Grossmith), Michael Walters (W.S. Gilbert
Society), and John Cannon (The Gilbert & Sullivan Society). Finally, especial gratitude to J.C.G.
George (Kintyre Pursuivant) and Dr. James Bevan who gave us access to the personal music collection
of George Grossmith, their great-grandfather.

Leon Berger, February 1999

LEON BERGER studied English and Drama at London University. He has appeared as a guest principal
with Covent Garden, Scottish Opera and Welsh National Opera (notably in Janacek and Wagner),
performed and recorded Kromow in The Merry Widow for New Sadlers’ Wells opera and many parts
in Sondheim’s Pacific Overtures for English National Opera. He has appeared in over 100 roles in
opera and musicals both in the UK and abroad.

Leon is well-known in Gilbert & Sullivan circles, having performed most of the lyric and patter roles in
all 13 performable operas for many companies including G&S For All, The Magic of D’Oyly-Carte,
New Savoyards of London, Gawsworth Summer Opera and at Gilbert’s home, Grim’s Dyke. He has
also performed the Judge and Dick Deadeye with Carl Davis and the Liverpool Philharmonic and is an
honorary life member of the Sir Arthur Sullivan Society for whom he sang Ludwig in the 1996
Centenary Concert of The Grand Duke and as soloist on their recording of Kenilworth. He also
appears as Cox in the only recorded re-creation of the original 1866 edition of Cox & Box (Diversions
DDV24104) and, as archivist to the late Donald Swann, has made available a new studio recording of
his cycle of songs for voice and chamber orchestra The Isles of Greece (Divine Art DDA25010). Leon
has contributed entries for GGII and GGIII to The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians.

SELWYN TILLETT was for some time Chairman of the Sir Arthur Sullivan Society and, as such, has an
extensive interest in all aspects of the nineteenth century British musical theatre. He has written widely
on the pre-production and early performing history of the operas of Sullivan himself and his
contemporaries. He has extensive experience as an accompanist and choral director, and in 1990 was
one of the co-discoverers of Sullivan’s ballet music for the first G&S opera Thespis. Selwyn trained as
an ancient historian and is also an ordained priest in the Church of England.



Further recordings for your delectation:

The Grossmith Legacy
Diversions ddv 24109
More GG songs and items he premiered in G & S.
Also two 1909 recordings by his son “GGIII” of classic Grossmith
songs
“Anyone with the slightest sense of humour will find much here to
enjoy. Very nostalgic and enjoyable – go and buy this wonderful CD”.
– Colin Loffler (For the Record)

Cox and Box
Diversions ddv 24104
The original full-length 1866 version with complete dialogue
composed by Arthur Sullivan to a libretto by F C Burnand. Re-
creation of the first performance at Burnand’s home with
wonderfully typical Victorian upright piano and lacking the
overture which was written later.
Stars Leon Berger as Cox.
“Professionally performed and comically expert” –BBC Music
“strongly recommended…”. - Classic CD

‘A Society Clown’ was recorded at St. Mary’s Rectory, Beddington, Surrey.
Engineer: Chris Kimber (Cantate Recordings)
Remastering by Ralph Dagleish (Huntcliff Recording Services)
Cover image: George Grossmith from an etching by Weedon Grossmith exhibited at the
National Gallery, London, 1886 (kindly supplied from the collection of Timothy George)
Caricatures of George Grossmith by Wallace Grossmith, from My Piano & I (Bristol, 1910)
from the collection of Tony Joseph
Back cover photograph by Trevor Springett
 1999 © 2014 Divine Art Recordings Group
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